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Today’s objectives 

Introduce Zero Knowledge Proofs


See a feasibility result for ZK of arbitrary 
statements in NP


Discuss how to upgrade semi-honest protocols 
to malicious
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Setting General-Purpose Tools

Primitives
Oblivious Transfer
Pseudorandom functions/encryption
Commitments

GMW Protocol
Multi-party
Multi-round

Semi-honest Security

Malicious Security

Garbled Circuit
Constant Round
Two Party



Zero Knowledge 
Proofs

One way to achieve 
malicious security

Fascinating and 
useful in their 

own right
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What is a proof?
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

A convincing argument that a statement is true

Where the verifier learns nothing except that the 
statement is true

Any side information the Prover uses to show that 
the statement is true remains hidden

}The witness
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

V P
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

V P
Suppose V is colorblind

Can P prove to V she can distinguish the colors of the blocks

without telling Bob which block is which?
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

Statement: The formal proposition being proved “I can distinguish these blocks”

V P

Witness: “side information” used to prove the statement 
Alice can see colors of blocks
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

Statement: The formal proposition being proved “I can distinguish these blocks”

V P

Witness: “side information” used to prove the statement 
Alice can see colors of blocks

Proof System: An interaction allowing P to prove certain kinds of statements

Formally, P proves that the statement  is in a language x ℒ
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

V P

Completeness: If  and if P and V are honest, then V accepts 
the proof (except with negligible probability)

x ∈ ℒ
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

V P

Completeness: If  and if P and V are honest, then V accepts 
the proof (except with negligible probability)

x ∈ ℒ

“P can prove true things”
Soundness: If , even malicious P cannot cause honest V to 

accept the proof
x ∉ ℒ

“P cannot prove false things”

Zero Knowledge: “V learns nothing except that the thing is true”
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

Zero Knowledge: V can be simulated
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What is a zero-knowledge proof?

Zero Knowledge: V can be simulated

A protocol  securely realizes a functionality  in the presence of 
a malicious adversary if for every real-world adversary  

corrupting party , there exists an ideal-world adversary  (a 
simulator) such that for all inputs  the following holds: 

Π f
𝒜

i 𝒮i
x, y

RealΠ𝒜(x, y) ≈ Idealf
𝒮i

(x, y)

Malicious Security
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Graph 3-Coloring

Color each vertex so that 
each edge has two colors

Believed to be a hard 
problem; NP complete
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Graph 3-Coloring

ZK Proof system for 3-colorability

Statement: a graph 
“this graph is 3-

colorable”
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Graph 3-Coloring

ZK Proof system for 3-colorability

Statement: a graph 
“this graph is 3-

colorable”

Witness: a coloring

Basic cryptographic 
tool: Commitments
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Observation: If you have 1 coloring, you can construct 6 colorings
Graph 3-Coloring
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Graph 3-Coloring

V P
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Graph 3-Coloring

V P
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Graph 3-Coloring

V P
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Graph 3-Coloring

V P

Completeness: Honest P can 
always open a valid edge
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Graph 3-Coloring

V P

Soundness: P who does not know a 
coloring must cheat on some edge
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E
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Graph 3-Coloring

V P

Soundness: P who does not know a 
coloring must cheat on some edge

V chooses that edge with probability  
1
E

If parties repeat  times, P wins with 
probability at most

r

( E − 1
E )

r
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Graph 3-Coloring

V P

Soundness: P who does not know a 
coloring must cheat on some edge

V chooses that edge with probability  
1
E

If parties repeat  times, P wins with 
probability at most

r

( E − 1
E )

r

Negligible in r46



Zero Knowledge
Graph 3-Coloring

V 𝒮

Intuition: Adversarial V is just seeing two different random colors
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Zero Knowledge
Graph 3-Coloring

V 𝒮
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Adversarial V will soon (in polynomial tries) choose the chosen edge
After polynomial iterations, the proof interaction will terminate, 

and  can output whatever V outputs𝒮
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Not a practical ZK protocol

Soundness is very bad: we need 
many, many repetitions

Still, demonstrates feasibility: we 
can prove any NP statement!
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Not a practical ZK protocol

Soundness is very bad: we need 
many, many repetitions

Still, demonstrates feasibility: we 
can prove any NP statement!

An interesting NP statement:

“While running protocol , and given the messages you have sent me 

so far, I constructed this message according to .”
Π

Π
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An interesting NP statement:

“While running protocol , and given the messages you have sent me 

so far, I constructed this message according to .”
Π

Π

GMW Compiler:

Automatically upgrades any 
semi-honest protocol to 

malicious security

Prove in ZK that each 
protocol message is honestly 

constructed
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An interesting NP statement:

“While running protocol , and given the messages you have sent me 

so far, I constructed this message according to .”
Π

Π

GMW Compiler:

Automatically upgrades any 
semi-honest protocol to 

malicious security

Prove in ZK that each 
protocol message is honestly 

constructed

Note: Primarily a feasibility result
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Setting General-Purpose Tools

Primitives
Oblivious Transfer
Pseudorandom functions/encryption
Commitments
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Multi-party
Multi-round

Semi-honest Security

Malicious Security
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Constant Round
Two Party
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Setting General-Purpose Tools

Primitives
Oblivious Transfer
Pseudorandom functions/encryption
Commitments

GMW Protocol
Multi-party
Multi-round

Semi-honest Security

Malicious Security

Zero Knowledge

GMW 
Compiler

Garbled Circuit
Constant Round
Two Party



Today’s objectives 

Introduce Zero Knowledge Proofs


See a feasibility result for ZK of arbitrary 
statements in NP


Discuss how to upgrade semi-honest protocols 
to malicious


